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The first issue of the AMC Safety Digest provides me with the

opportunity to express to you my extreme interest in safety.

Safety to me means that each of you, from commanders through

every working level, will at all times protect yourself, your

neighbor and all Army materiel from injury or damage. The

design of materiel developed and procured by AMC must provide
maximum safety for our customers.

Disabling injuries result in unnecessary monetary, and in some

instances, tragic loss to you and your family. Disabling injuries
also constitute a wasteful loss to your installation and to your
Government. It is a costly business to train and to educate you
in your job. Your injuries might result in our loss of your
skills. No one benefits as the result of a careless accident.

The AMC Safety Digest will provide a means of communicating
educational and promotional ideas and experiences that can be useful
throughout the Command. I urge all of you who have timely informa-
tion which may be of aid to others to contribute articles to this

publication. Great diversity of knowledge and experience exists
within our Command. By sharing these, the AMC safety program and
you personally should benefit.

Lieutenant General, USA
Commanding
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FOREWORD
The Safety Digest is a monthly report from the Safety Division,
U. S. Army Materiel Command. Its purpose is to disseminate
information which can materially influence and Improve safety
programs at all Command establishments.

Technical articles are intended to supplement technical know-
ledge as well as the practical knowledge gained through experi-
ence, and to provide a basis for the further refinement of
safety measures already incorporated in operating procedures
and process layout. To achieve a maximum effectiveness, the
Safety Digest should be given a widespread circulation at each
establishment.

Articles appearing in the Safety Digest are unclassified and
not copyrighted; and may be reproduced as desired in order to
bring pertinent accident prevention information to the atten-
tion of all employees.

Any unclassified material that is felt to be of interest or
benefit to other establishments"!^ welcome for inclusion In
the Safety Digest* This may include safety promotional

,

"

administrative, or engineering ideas. Whenever possible,
include pictures, charts, drawings, and illustrations that tend
to clarify and heighten interest in your presentation. Send
submissions for review to: Commanding Officer, U. S. Array

Materiel Command Field Safety Agency, Charlestown, Indiana.
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PRESIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS
TITLE 3 - THE PRESIDENT

PROCLAMATION 3494

NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY YEAR
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITEO STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS October 1962 marks the beginning of the fiftieth anniversary observance

of the founding of the National Safety Council; and

WHEREAS the Council has striven faithfully during this half century to develop
and implement sound, effective programs directed toward the prevention of
accidents of all kinds; and

WHEREAS there has been a notable and steady decline in the rates of accidental
death and injury as a result of such national programs of the organized safety
movement; and

WHEREAS this decline in accident rates demonstrates the value of nationwide
safety activities as carried on under the leadership of the National Safety
Council; and

WHEREAS the Council, as a guardian of the public interest, has proved its
dedication to the safety and welfare of the Nation* s citizens, as set forth
in its Federal charter; and

WHEREAS the Congress, by Senate Joint Resolution 222, approved September 20, 1962
requested the President to issue a proclamation designating the period October
1962 through October 1963 as National Safety Council Fiftieth Anniversary Year;

NOW, THEREFORE, I, JOHN F. KENNEDY, President of the United States of America,
do hereby designate the period October 1962 through October 1963 as National
Safety Council Fiftieth Anniversary Year, in recognition of the role of the
National Safety Council in our way of life; and I urge the Governors of the
States, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and other areas subject to the juris-
diction of the United States, and mayors of cities to issue similar proclama-
tions.

I also ask the appropriate officials of the Federal, State, and local governments
as well as public and private organizations and the general public, to join in
observance of this significant occasion, and to increase their efforts to reduce
the number of accidents in homes, in industry, in public places, and on our
streets and highways.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the Seal of the
United States of America to be affixed.

DONE at the City of Washington this twentieth day of September in the year
of our (Seal) Lord nineteen hundred and sixty-two, and of the Independence of
the United States of America the one hundred and eighty-seventh.

John F. Kennedy
By the President:

Dean Rusk,
Secretary of State.

(F.R.Doc. 62-9682; Filed, Sept 25, 1962; 10: $1 a.m.)
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PREVENTION OF AIR BLAST DAMAGE
by Mr. Beauregard Perkins, Jr.

Ballistics Research Laboratories, Aberdeen Proving Ground

The reduction of complaints and claims for damage attributed to air blasts
produced by detonation of explosives is the dream of every Claims Officer.
When the detonation is planned as an experimental procedure or to destroy
unwanted ammunition, precautions can be taken to minimize undesired effects
in areas contiguous to the test area. Even claims from accidental detona-
tions can be easily and equitably evaluated if certain precautions are
instituted at an installation.

The path of sound waves through the atmosphere is determined by changes
in sound velocity as the wave front progresses out from the source. The
change in velocity is produced by variation of wind speed and direction and
variations of temperature and humidity of the air. The movement of air in
the wind carries the wave front with it, therefore the velocity of sound
will increase in a downwind direction and decrease in an upwind direction.
That is, the effect of the wind will depend on the component of the wind in
the direction under consideration. An increase in air temperature will
increase the velocity of sound in all directions at the rate of approxi-
mately 2 ft/sec for each degree Centigrade increase. Since the possible
fluctuations in relative humidity will cause changes in velocity less than
the experimental error in the determination of the wind effect, the effect
of humidity can be neglected without appreciable change in the results.
If the layers of air above the ground experience the changes listed above,

the air blast emanating from an explosion will be refracted toward or
away from the surface of the earth.

If the velocity of sound is the same throughout the air above the ground
surface the blast wave will move out uniformly in all directions and the

sound rays will look like the spokes of a wheel as in Figure I. If the

sound velocity decreases with altitude (i.e. the velocity gradient is

negative) the blast wave will be refracted upward as in Figure II but,

if the velocity increases with altitude (i.e. the velocity gradient is

positive) the waves will be refracted toward the surface as shown in
Figure III. In the first case the intensity of the blast wave will
decrease approximately as the square of the distance from the source,

while in the second case the detonation of an explosive will be barely
audible or not audible at all at a distance of a few thousand feet. In
the third case the sound will be heard distinctly for great distances
such as is so often experienced when sound is transmitted through warm
air in contact with cold water and the sound intensity at any point along

the surface will be from 3 to 6 times as great as it would be at the same

distance in the first case above.
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Combinations of negative and positive gradients from tne surface up to

12 or 15 thousand feet can cause the sound wave to be returned to the

surface 10 to 15 miles away and the wave front may actually be converged

as in Figure IV, so that the intensity may be increased as much as 100

times as much as it would have been at the same distance under the

conditions of uniform velocity as in the first case above.

A method of evaluating the meteorological conditions so as to predict the
velocity gradients is described in detail in ERL Report No. 1118, published
by the Ballistic Research Laboratories, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. This
method permits determination prior to a test explosion whether or not there
will be a focus and what the intensity of the blast will be at particular
points.

Measurements are made of air temperature and wind velocity and direction
at intervals of 500 feet from the surface up to 5000 feet altitude and at
intervals of 1000 feet from 5000 feet to 12000 feet. At each elevation the
effect of the wind on the velocity of sound in a particular direction is

calculated as well as the effect of air temperature. The resultant velocity
of sound versus altitude is then plotted, the gradients measured and the
resulting wave paths determined by comparison with a set of typical cases.

This process is repeated for other directions of interest before the
decision is made whether or not to fire or what size detonations are
permissible.

In case of an accidental explosion, if a meteorological run is made
immediately after the explosion, it will be possible to separate the
legitimate and illegitimate claims presented as a result of the accident.
The metro run can be made 30 or UO miles away if no sharp topographic
features exist between the meteorological station and the site of the
explosion.

A course is being planned for some time in January 1963 to train safety
and surveilance personnel in the technique discussed above. More detail
and exact dates will be announced in the near future.

ARMY AIRCRAFT FAMILIARZATION COURSE
FOR SAFETY PERSONNEL

Glasses 63-1, 63-2 and 63-3, Army Aircraft Familiarization Course for
Safety Personnel have been cancelled. The schedule for Glasses 63—

U

thru 63-7 remains unchanged.
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FIGURE I. Ray Paths in Air when Velocity is Constant.

FIGURE II. Ray Paths when Velocity Decreases with Altitude
(Negative Gradient).
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(KILO-

FEET)

FIGURE III. Ray Paths when Velocity Increases to 1000 feet
(Positive Gradient) and Decreases above 1000
feet

.
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FIGURE IV. Ray Paths when Velocity Varies as shown in Diagram
on left.
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SAFETY AWARDS - FY 1962

The following safety awards were reported from former Technical Services
to this Command. These awards will be presented by the appropriate major
Command. None of the Technical Services were eligible for an award daring
FY 1962. New award categories are being established to reflect recent Army
reorganization.

ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND

Award of Honor

St. Louis Procurement District
U. S. Army Signal Intelligence Agency

Award of Merit

Chicago Procurement District
Cincinnati Procurement District
Los Angeles Procurement District
Philadelphia Procurement District

Commendation

Birmingham Procurement District
Boston Procurement District
Cleveland Procurement District

TEST AND EVALUATION COMMAND

Award of Honor

U. S. Army Signal Missile Support Agency

Award of Merit

Aberdeen Proving Ground
Jefferson Proving Ground
White Sands Missile Range

MOBILITY COMMAND

Awa,rd of Merit

Ordnance Tank-Automotive Command, Hq.
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MUNITIONS COMMAND

Award of Honor

Pantex Ordnance Plant

Award of Merit

Badger Ordnance Works
Frankford Arsenal
Holston Ordnance Works
Indiana Ordnance Plant
Ravenna Ordnance Plant

Commendation

Iowa Ordnance Plant
Joliet Arsenal w/APSA
Milan Ordnance Plant
Ordnance Assembly Plant

SUPPLY AND MAINTENANCE COMMAND

Award of Honor

Fort Wingate Army Depot

Award of Merit

Blue Grass Army Depot
Lexington Army Depot
Navajo Army Depot
Raritan Arsenal
Sioux Army Depot

Commendation

Benicia Arsenal
Erie Array Depot
Mt. Rainier Army Depot
Pueblo Army Depot
Red River Army Depot
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HE TOUCHED A LIVE ONE

Three series controls and
three transformers, each
three to four feet away from
the next, were supported by a

15-foot high platform on two

utility poles. An electrician,
assisted by a helper, was
busy removing the center
series control. Two of the

units had been de-energized,
and the series control on
one outside unit had already
been removed.

During the course of his
work on the center unit the
electrician stepped back,
and his tool kit touched the

bushing of the live trans-
former. Current from the 7200
to 220 volt single phase trans-
former knocked the man away
from it and he fell off the

platform.

The electrician survived.
His injuries consisted of bruises,
electrical shock and elec-
trical burns on his right
thigh and right hand. He was

able to return to work after
a two-day absence.
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An unsafe factor listed on the accident report was inattention of the

electrician working on a platform with a live primary phase close to bis
work area. To prevent similar accidents a fiberglass extendable fuse

block puller was obtained and put into use to pull all fuse blocks on
transformer P 1 atforms from the ground before electricians started work
on platforms. (Report No 43-5-1.)

BIG LOAD FOR LSTTLE MAN
A crew was handling ammunition in a storage igloo. Three-fourths of the

shift had been completed when it became necessary to elevate one end of
a gravity roller conveyor another 30 inches, to a total height of five
feet. The 16-inch wide conveyor was set up in a 30-inch wide aisle, and

the section to be raised was 10 feet long and weighed 400 pounds.

The crew leader asked that the smallest man present squeeze into the

14-inch space and lift one end of the conveyor while a second set up a

support box under it. A 134-pound explosives operator, temporarily assigned
to the crew and unused to strenuous lifting, stepped forward. He crouched
under the 30-inch high section and lifted.

As he straightened under the load he felt a sharp pain in his back, but
he finished the task and the shift without any comment to the crew leader
or his fellow workers. The next morning the man’s back hurt, and he

reported his discomfort to the Post Dispensary. He was referred to off-

post medical authorities and was hospitalized with an acute back sprain.

The corrective action section of the DA Form 285 listed the following
steps taken to prevent similar accidents:

1. All ammunition supervisors were given remedial instructions that

outlined the proper procedure for setting up gravity conveyor lines in
narrow igloo aisles.

2. Efforts to procure lighter conveyors were pursued.

3. The injured employee and all ammunition crew employees were in-

structed on the correct and safe methods of handling and setting up con-

veyor lines.

4. Lifting instructions given to all employees made clear that lifting
with bent back was contrary to safe lifting techniques. (Report fto 3-4-5.)
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ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL

Two enlisted men were performing a security patrol at 0430 hours. As
they approached an intersection, the jeep driver slowed to a 5 to 10

MPH speed and made a ninety degree left hand turn onto a road that
paralleled a fence. The soldier watching the fence suddenly became aware
that the vehicle was continuing to turn left. He reached over and grabbed
the steering wheel in an unsuccessful attempt to prevent the jeep from
leaving the road. The vehicle went across the shoulder and overturned.
No disabling injury was sustained by either soldier.

The driver later stated that he remembered making the turn but nothing
else until the wheels struck the shoulder. He then made an unsuccessful
effort to apply the brakes.

The driver had been on continuous duty for four hours and thirty minutes
before the accident occurred. He had left the post on pass at 1300 hours
the previous afternoon and had returned at 2000 hours. He ate and went

to bed but did not sleep before going on security patrol at 0001 hours.

The post instituted a rule that all security personnel would be in

quarters at least six hours before the start of a tour of duty as
security patrolman. Vehicle operators were alerted to the driving
hazards posed by lack of sleep, and they were instructed to stop their
vehicle and walk around if they became sleepy while driving. If their

drowsiness continued, they were to report to their immediate supervisor.

(Report No 74-4-26.)

BLUE STREAK - RED STUB

The office machine operator was working under pressure to reproduce
shipping documents within a deadline called for by a Blue Streak re-

quisition. Though she had several years of experience as an operator

of off-set reproduction equipment, she was annoyed by defective mats

that repeatedly delayed completion of the rush job.

During the hour and a half she had already spent on the priority job it

had frequently been necessary for her to clean itak smudges from the mats.

To remove the smudges, she stopped the machine, turned off the electric

power and hand wiped the mat from top to bottom with a moistened gauze.

Using her right hand she wiped the mat vigorously, making horizontal

strokes and working away from the end clamped to the roller. As she

wiped with the right hand, she used her left hand to operate a manual

control that turned the roller.
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As time passed some emotional upset was caused by the pressure of the
deadline and the difficulty of getting efficient reproduction work from
the machine. She tried to work faster at cleaning a mat. Then at the

very moment she operated the roller control with her left hand, her right
index finger came between the mat clamp and the moisture applicator. The
machine took off the end of her finger.

She was taken promptly to the nearest hospital, where it was necessary
to amputate the distal phalanx of the index finger.

The supervisor who prepared the DA Form 285 reported: ‘This accident was
caused by defective off-set mats, pressure of heavy workload and emotional
upset of operator, all of which affected the coordination of her movements.’
Use of the machine was discontinued, an unsatisfactory condition report
was prepared on the defective off-set masters, production control planning
was improved in order to eliminate the need for unsafe speed by machine
operators, and safe operation instructions were given to the operators.
(Report No 40-5-18.)

SEAT BELTS HELPS IN HEAD - ON CRASH

The young lieutenant was driving up a city street at 0800 hours on a wet

morning. He drove carefully, obeying the traffic rules and keeping his

convertible in the correct traffic lane.

As he drew near an intersection, an automobile in the approaching line

of traffic stopped at a red light. The driver of a third car, coming
down the grade behind the halted vehicle, did not see the signal in time

to halt. Driving between 30 and 40 miles an hour on the wet pavement,
the third driver swerved his vehicle into the left-hand traffic lane.

The lieutenant, still moving forward on his side, saw the on-rushing
car approaching, but had no time to drive his vehicle out of its path.

The two cars crashed head-on.

The convertible was considered a total loss, with damages estimated at

$2,000. The lieutenant received contusions and abrasions of both arms

and legs, contusions and moderately deep lacerations of the right knee,

and severe lacerations between the lower lip and the middle of the chin.

His injuries might have been much more severe except for the fact that he

was wearing a fastened seat belt at the time of the collision. (Report
No. 79-6-5.)
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TRAILER LIGHT TESTER

"Before any motor vehicle designed for movement over public highways may be
loaded with dangerous articles, as defined by the Interstate Commerce
Commission, the vehicle must be inspected and approved by a qualified in-

spector for compliance with AJR 55-355 (DD Form 626)." -- Paragraph 2204,
ORDM 7-224, Ordnance Safety Manual.

An important part of the inspection is to make certain that the trailer’s
tail, stop, turn signals and clearance lights are all in working order.
This part of the inspection ordinarily requires that the trailer be con-
nected to a truck-tractor, to make certain that the trailer will not be re-

jected or require repairs to its lighting system after it has been loaded.

Personnel of the Mason & Hanger-Silas Mason Co., Inc., contractor-operator
of the Pantex Ordnance Plant, Amarillo, Texas, have designed a simple and
practicable tester that permits inspection of the trailer lighting system
without requiring the presence of a truck-tractor and a driver. Details of
the tester are shown in the illustration below and on the opposite page.

After the inspected trailer has been loaded and connected to the truck-
tractor of the carrier authorized to haul the load over the road, the truck
and the trailer are inspected as a unit and the DD Form 626 is completed.
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PLAN COMPLETE EXPLOSIVES SAFETY

The Army ! s effort in the field of explosives safety differs in two signifi-
cant respects from the public accident prevention drives that accompany
every holiday. The Army f s program is far more thorough, for it is conducted
every working day of the year, and it is much more successful, because it is

intensive and continuous.

In spite of the large measures of success the Army Safety program achieves,
accidents continue to occur, and Army personnel continue to be injured and
and sometimes killed. Although the frequency of accidents that involve
explosives is low, there are still far too many of them.

Explosives are obviously designed to explode and to release destructive
forces, and their manufacture and use provide many opportunities for haz-
ardous conditions to arise. The Arity strives to achieve safety for its
personnel through a combination of programs, inspections and engineering.
Safety regulations, written ; vide guidance in prevention of incidents
and protection of personnel and property, include directives that establish
inhabited building distances, intraline distances, tested barricade and

operational shield requirements, remote control of hazardous operations, and
personnel limits.

With all the guidance provided by these regulations why do explosive
incidents still occur? In some cases the most painstaking investigation

18



will fail to uncover the exact cause of explosions, despite the fact that
operations were in accordance with approved standing operating procedures.

Here are two cases where workers were injured. Although the employees
were performing thoir assignments in keeping with approved procedures,
not everything had been done to eliminate or reduce the likelihood of

injury and property damage.

1. Three operators were injured when a detonator in the firing bar
housing assembly of a fuze functioned during an assembly operation. In-
vestigation revealed that an operational shield had not been provided
between the work stations. This left the operators exposed to unnecessary
injuries from the malfunction.

2. Several years ago an employee was killed by blast effect through
a shattered safety type observation window at a missile static test stand.

Too late to save the man t s life, recommendations were made that support
facilities of test stands be separated from each test site by adequate
distance.

Similar cases with one common feature could be listed. In each instance
there was an obvious failure to design a needed safety feature into an
operation where an explosive hazard could arise.

Safety must be an integral part of explosives operations from planning,
through each stage, to completion. Facilities as well as operations
must be engineered for safety. In so far as possible there must be
thorough knowledge of the behavior of materials being utilized and the „

explosives hazards involved. Special attention must be given to such
safety principles as maximum dispersion of explosives within a facility,
adequate separation between individual operating facilities, and between
explosive and unrelated facilities. To the maximum extent possible, equip-
ment used must have known characteristics. The minimum number of people
must be exposed to the smallest quantity of hazardous material for the

shortest possible time.

When reinforced concrete walls, armor plate or boiler plate are required
to afford adequate protection for operating personnel, results of proof
tests must be studied and investigations of damage from explosions must
be considered. By doing this in advance of final installation, numerous
revisions or rearrangement will be avoided. Management must see to it

that every phase of des
#
ign includes all necessary safety features.

The planner and the engineer, as well as the production supervisors, are
responsible for the safety of the explosives worker. There can be no

exceptions from safe planning, design, construction and production.
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Additional safety features should have been engineered into these build-
ings, In the building shown at the top (Fig, 1), the barricade was made
of masonry block, (This type construction is not approved by the Army for

operations involving explosives,) The bottom building (Fig, 2) had
internal barricades that did not extend to the outer wall, a continuous
roof over adjacent partly barricaded areas and a wall which was not made
of a quick release material.
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OFFICE SAFETY

The alert Safety Director strives constantly to cope with the everyday

hazards to which the office worker is exposed. The Douglas Aircraft

Company, Inc., contractor operator of the Charlotte Ordnance Missile Plant,

has emphasized many of these office hazards in the General Safety Rules it

has issued to its management and supervisory personnel for their informa-

tion and guidance. The following material, excerpted from the publication,

may provide some useful reminders for your personnel.

Each and everyone of us must perform our daily tasks for safety in the

same manner that we perform the tasks of our work assignments. Then and

then only will safety be a reality during our working day.

Contrary to the beliefs of some people, office workers are exposed to

many hazards; and to avoid personal injury, they must exercise reasonable
care and good judgment in the performance of their daily work - just as

do the workers in the plant.

While office work is relatively safe, an observation of any office will
probably reveal numerous unsafe practices and conditions. In order that
you may be constantly on guard to improve and/or correct all conditions
which may contribute to accidents, either to yourself or your fellow
worker, we have outlined below some of the major causes of office acci-
dents and the suggested corrective measures which may be taken to elimi-
nate them.

1. A desk or cabinet drawer left open is a very serious tripping
and collision hazard. Keep them closed and out of the way. Avoid pinch-
ing your fingers while closing them.

2. Tilting a chair back, in order to get in a more comfortable posi-
tion, is a widespread practice and a bad one. Many people have been in-
jured due- to chairs slipping out from under them, or breaking, due to the
added strain that such a condition places upon a chair. Don’t do it .

3. Be careful when fastening papers together with stapling machines
or other equipment. Remove staples with equipment provided, and not with
your fingers .

4. Be careful when handling any paper, to avoid finger cuts and
scratches.

5. Report all injuries to First Aid immediately, no matter how minor
it may be. Outside medical attention will be provided, if necessary.

6. Pencils, pen points, scissors, etc., should be carried in such a

manner that the sharp points cannot cause phncture wounds to their owners
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or others. Carry them point down in pocket, when not in use, and not
between fingers with point in palm of hand.

7. Avoid the use of defective chairs, stools and ladders. Have
them removed or repaired .

8. Keep cords on electrically operated office machines orderly ar-
ranged and from across passageways, to avoid tripping hazards and falls.
Have cords checked frequently to eliminate "short circuits".

9. Doors should be kept closed or full open, and not partly ajar.
Walking into partly opened doors has caused many personal injuries.

10. Keep your desk and work area clean and orderly. Good housekeep-
ing is the keynote of safety as well as efficient workmanship.

11. Eliminate "horseplay" or any of the practices that may come within
this term. Many serious accidents have resulted from such practices.

12. Keep file cabinets well balanced for stability. A top heavy file
cabinet can tip off balance, usually resulting in serious injury.

13. Don’t walk headlong, or too hurriedly, into corridors; keep to the
right, particularly at corners.

lA. Don’t store combustible material closer than six inches to any
steam pipe, radiator or similar heating device where such heat could cause
a fire.

15. Take time to use stairways safely. Do not run on stairways , es-
pecially with high heels. Take one step at a time , up and down.

16. Don't place articles on a window sill, filing cabinet, etc., which
may cause injury, should they fall.

17. Knives or blades should never be placed in desk drawers with blade
open. Don't use makeshift office tools .

18. Be careful when lifting . Women, and for the most part all employ-
ees in offices, are not expected to lift or carry heavy equipment and sup-
plies. Ask for help .

19. Never deposit oily cloths or other flammable materials, glass,
blades or sharp objects in waste baskets.

20. Walk cautiously between the office area and the parking lots. Use
walkways provided and look both ways before crossing roads or stepping onto
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roadways from behind parked cars or a blind corner. Always walk; don't

rim - avoid ankle spraining objects .

21. Use ash trays provided to deposit cigarettes. Do not leave burn-

ing cigarettes on cabinets, desks or drafting tables, in the interest of

fire protection.

22. All types of waxed floors may be slightly slippery even though

non- slip waxes may be used for maintenance. Watch how and where you walk .

The above precautions represent minimum requirements in our efforts to re-

duce and/or eliminate the basic causes of office accidents.

We solicit your cooperation in helping us to make this the safest plant in

which to work - through the elimination of all hazards, regardless of where

they appear.

*******
SEAT BELT MISCONCEPTIONS

In any general discussion of the value of seat belts as a safety aid sev-

eral persistent misconceptions are likely to be advanced by individuals who
do not use them. Have you heard these recently?

Fancy : In case of a bad wreck a seat belt is likely to trap the

wearer in his vehicle.

Fact : A very small percentage of crashes results in individuals being
literally "trapped" in vehicles. The driver or the passenger is much more
likely to be rendered unconscious from striking a hard interior surface.
The person who is wearing a seat belt is much less likely to be trapped,
since he has greatly increased his chances of remaining conscious by being
held fixed in his seat. The buckle of the belt can be unfastened easily
by the conscious passenger or by a rescuer.

Fancy : The safety belt will increase the hazard by holding you in
the car, when you might be unharmed by being thrown out.

Fact : This party is confused] When you are firmly belted in your
seat, you are much more likely to escape an injury than if you are propel-
led violently out of a moving vehicle. You have no protection whatever If

you go hurtling through the air to land on a hard surface.

Fancy : Seat belts are of value chiefly to people who do high speed,
long distance driving. Individuals who drive carefully and make only short
trips around their home communities do not really need them.

Fact : In 1961 four-fifths of the drivers involved in motor vehicle
accidents were classed as local residents. It is just as important for his
safety for the short distance driver to install and make use of a seat belt
as it is for the long distance driver.
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THE DEFENSIVE DRIVER
BY W. L. FINLAYSON

PUEBLO ORDNANCE DEPOT

What is a defensive driver?

A defensive driver is one who takes nothing for granted. Just because all
tires were up when he stopped his vehicle he doesn't take it for granted
they are still up. He checks before he starts again. He also checks his
brakes, lights, steering, and rear view mirror and glass for clear visi-
bility, In a very few seconds a great many minor items can be checked,
the failure of any one of which may lead to property damage, or injury if

the vehicle is in motion.

He is on a through street after the vehicle is moving and the first inter-
section is reached. A car is approaching from his left. Does he step on
the gas and go on through before he is sure whether or not the other car
can or is going to stop? A defensive driver would not. Does he use his
horn instead of his brakes and his steering wheel? There is a time and a

place to use a horn, but after the other driver has committed himself, a
horn is no longer of much value.

A good driver never follows too closely or gets himself into congested
traffic without knowing what he is going to do and where he is going to
go if an emergency arises. He devotes his attention to what is taking
place around his vehicle rather than to what his passengers are saying
and doing. He never makes quick moves from one lane to another1

, or fast
stops or starts that are unfair to other drivers.

He is continually aware of the vehicle he is operating. He notices unusual
noises, erratic steering or vibrations which could cause an accident. He
knows the amount of acceleration he has and the room required to pass
another vehicle. He never attempts to pass on a hill, a bridge, or under
any circumstance that does not allow for a change in decision if it becomes
necessary. A good driver leaves- himself an out from any situation.

The basic ingredients of a good driver are few, but they require cultiva-
tion.

He must have respect for his fellow man, for driving conditions, for rules
and laws, and especially for the vehicle he is driving.

He must have patience and tolerance for other drivers.

He must have control of emotions, physical reaction and his thinking.

A good driver is a defensive driver.

(Editor's Note: This is a condensed version of an article that appeared in
the SAFETY TARGET, a weekly Pueblo Ordnance Depot leaflet.)
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.* DRY UP HOLIDAY OFFICE PARTIES

This year, as in the past, the National Safety Council is making
an all-out effort to dry up the holiday office parties. We need
your help i

Response to our previous requests for cooperation has been grati-
fying, Many have agreed that too much cheer at office parties
causes too many deaths on our highways. Consequently, an increasing
number of holiday parties is being planned without the use of

intoxicating beverages.

Unfortunately, we do not have the cooperation of all*

Last year's figures show an increase of 50 traffic deaths and a
comparable trend in traffic-connected injuries during the three-
day holiday period. Many were caused by drivers or. pedestrians,
whose participation in office parties had brought on overindulgence.

We have no desire to squelch the traditional Christmas spirit.
We only want to save lives and avoid unnecessary injury by preventing
holiday accidents that can completely ruin it.

If you have already dried up your holiday parties, we are deeply
grateful to you. If not, please consider this appeal as carefully
as you would consider the life of a member of your family.

If it isn't possible for you to join in this plan, please provide
transportation for all your guests; urge them not to use their
own cars

A warning has been issued by The Society of the Plastic Industry that
most plastic "Jerry" cans (shaped like those GI metal gasoline cans
during World War II) are not safe for storing gasoline* Most of these
plastic cans are suitable only for beverages and other harmless liquids.
At temperatures from about 145 degrees and up, easily reached in the
trunk of a car or the covered bow of an outboard boat on a hot day,
gasoline will disintegrate the polyethylene. Warn your employees about
this danger and that they should not be deceived by the shape of
plastic cans. The safest way to carry spare gasoline and to store it

is in metal cans that are listed by Underwriters' Laboratories or Factory
Mutual Laboratories.

National Safety Council Letter
October 196?

DANGEROUS USE OF PLASTIC JERRY CANS
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CALCULATED RISKS

Probably the most overworked, the most deceptive, and the least under-
stood words heard in discussions involving safety are, "Calculated
Risk"* Quite frequently, this combination of words is also given as

the abstract answer to many of the everyday problems in safety. Each
of the two words has a definite meaning in itself; used in combination
and applied to the problems we are accustomed to, however, they usually
reveal a rather confused state of affairs, both in the mind of the

person using them and the particular situation to which they are hope-
fully applied.

It is true that Safety is a relative condition. Nothing we undertake
to do is absolutely safe, including life itself. If we are intelligent,
however, we endeavor to make our way and the way of others as safe as

possible. Because we are human and have our shortcomings, emergencies
do arise which may prompt us to take a known risk, but in such cases the
risk, generally, is not "calculated", since we neither have the time
to "calculate" nor do we have any idea of the "odds". It will be
apparent, since safety is a relative thing, that we are obliged to

accept somthing less than the absolute degree; and this is as it should
be. We must approach with caution, however, that proneness to solve
each difficult problem with the words "an acceptable calculated risk"
unless the situation has really been evaluated.

As a matter of interest, let us examine rather closely the statement
"1*11 take the calculated risk". In more than a few cases, it becomes
fairly obvious from questioning the individual making the statement,
that no calculations, mental or otherwise, ever were made; in fact, it
is not unusual to discover that there isn’t the vaguest notion of
whether the chance for an incident is one in a hundred or one in a million.
Neither is it unusual to find that the phrase "I’ll take the calculated
risk" does not involve directly the individual using it since the "risk"
that will be taken is often shouldered by some workman on the line.
Since the "risk" under discussion is normally not calculated, and since
the individual making the assertion, "I’ll take the calculated risk"
only in rare instances expects to be physically exposed, it appears
fairly obvious that there is some carelessness with the truth in the
matter of "who is risking what".

For the day-to-day safety problems, excluding the combat officers'
responsibility to fight beside his men under conditions providing the
least risk, it would appear from past history that the assertion, "I'll
take the calculated risk" is quite often meaningless in the technical
sense. When decisions are to be made in Safety where "chance" is a

predominant factor, it is proper that we be truthful in the matter. It

follows, therefore, that we identify a willingness to "accept chance"
in its correct perspective rather than attempt to magnify in importance
the action with the words, "Calculated Risk". In addition, it appears
reasonable to suggest that, in the future, "Gamble No Lives But Your Own".
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LET'S TAME KILLER NO. 2

BY THEODORE J. MALOWICKI

RARITAN ARSENAL

Let’s do something about accidental falls, the nation’s No. 2 killer.

We are surrounded by opportunities to fall and to prevent falls. Here are

the most common hazards.

1. Tripping : - When we unexpectedly strike an object with a foot or

ankle. Hazards are offered by open file and desk drawers, electrical cords

strung about on the floor, worn stairs or carpet treads, objects left in

walkways, holes or depressions in walks and uneven platform surfaces.

2. Slipping : - When we suddenly lose traction by stepping on something.
Common causes are wet bathtubs, oil or grease spots, freshly waxed or wet
floors, throw rugs, small tools and toys, and high, narrow heels of women's
shoes

.

3.

Overreaching : This is particularly dangerous when work is being
performed on ladders and scaffolds. The hazard arises from the human tend-
ency to save the physical effort of going down from the ladder or scaffold,
moving it, then climbing back again.

b. Poor Housekeeping : This sets up abundant opportunities for slipping
and tripping.

5. Poor illumination and defective vision : Make sure lighting in all
areas is equal to the need. Stairway lighting is particularly important.
Eyes should be examined periodically to determine the need for eyeglasses or
new lenses.

6. Ladders : Most ladder accidents are caused by defects in the ladder
or by the climber losing his balance and falling.

What can we do to prevent falling? The causes are as simple as they sound,
and accident prevention in this area is really easy if we will devote a little
time and effort toward achieving it. Here are five simple rules that will
prevent most falls:

1. Use good housekeeping practices.

2. Use a ladder when needed. Don't overreach.

3. Look where you’re going and watch your step.

k„ Walk - don't run.

Use hand and guard rails when ascending or descending stairs.
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ACCIDENT REPORTING ?

The following is quoted from a DA Memorandum and is forwarded for
your information and guidance:

"Following are some suggestions for improving the Department of the
Army Accident Reporting System (RCS: CSGPA-147 R2) . These suggestions
are based on a study of the system during its first year of operation.

"Coding of DA Form 285

1. In almost every report, there are certain items on the form
that do noi; require completion, depending upon the facts of the case.
When this occurs, there is nothing that can be entered in the appli-
cable code box. Therefore, leave the code box(es) clear and clean
of any markings or characters such as zeros (0) or dashes (

-
)

.

2. Section D is intended to contain information concerning damaged
equipment or property with dollar estimates of the damage. If there
is no damage, do not code ownership or zero dollars - leave code boxes
62 through 69 clear and clean.

"Key Punching

1. Card columns 70 through 73 and 76 through 79 must be left
blank on those cards submitted to Headquarters, Department of the Army.
If any of these columns are used for local processing, care must be
exercised to insure that they are blank on the cards sent to DA as

these cards are used for processing at this Headquarters.

"Local Processing

1. Since timeliness of the card submission at the end of the quarter
is of utmost importance, the following suggestions are offered:

a. Submit coded DA Form 285 to the servicing DPU at least once

each month for the 1st and 2nd months of each quarter (more frequently
if the volume warrants). For the 3rd or last month of the quarter, a

cut-off date should be established at approximately the 26th of the

month, after which no coded 285*

s

would be sent to the DPU for processing.
Accidents that are coded between the 26th and the last day of the 3rd

month may be submitted to the DPU with the following month's experience.

However, accidents that are coded between 26th and the last day of June

must be in the hands of the DPU on the 1st work day in July to permit
inclusion in fiscal year end processing.
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b. To preclude last minute corrections of errors and

omissions, coordinate a requirement with the DPU to prepare a tabula-

tion (listing) after the cards are punched from each month's submission

of the coded DA 285' s. This tabulation would show what had been
punched into the cards and would permit the Safety Office to verify
the accuracy and completeness of their coding. If either coding or

key punch errors are noted, they should be corrected immediately so

that the quarterly submission of the cards to Headquarters, DA can
be accomplished on or before the fifth work day of the month following
the end of the quarter.

NOTE: When corrections have been made, be certain that incorrect
cards are destroyed.

c. When checking the tabulations, particular attention should
be directed toward the identification and elimination or correction
of duplicates. Experience has shown that two types of duplicates
predominate. They are:

(1) Absolute duplicates - two cards that are completely
identical

.

(2) Control number duplicates - two cards that are
identical in:

Card columns 1-2 Command code.
Card columns 3-5 Installation, activity or unit code.
Card columns 6-8 Report number.
Card columns 74-75 Card number.

NOTE: This second type usually results from the
assignment of the same report number to two different
accidents.

"

AMC requirements for accident reporting .

1. Paragraph 4a, Routing , AMC Directive 385-2 will be changed to
show that the original and one copy of DA Form 285 will be forwarded
direct to Safety Division, AMC. The AMC Field Safety Agency will still
receive a copy of the accident report.

2. Change 2 of AR 385-41 should be used when coding DA Form 285.

3. Forward completed DA Form 2398, Summary of Accident Exposure,
in time to reach FSA and AMC Safety Division on or before the 5th of
each month.

4. List all accident report numbers (DA Form 285) that have been
submitted for the month in the "Remarks" box of DA Form 2398. Place
your installation code number in the "From" box.
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Persons engaged in accident prevention work for the Army must be able to
recognize practices and conditions that are unsafe and to make prompt
reference to authoritative information on a wide range of special subjects.
Here is an opportunity to check your ready knowledge of what to do under
ten different sets of circumstances. The correct answers and references
are found on pages 30 and 31

.

1. Must a crane operator's physical fitness for his job be certified by
a medical officer?

Answer

:

Reference:

2. Is it permissible to use ordinary parallel wires for an electric
blasting circuit?

Answer

:

Reference:

3. How does SISAL rope compare in strength with MANILA rope?

Ahswer

:

Reference:
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4. How often must hydrostatic tests be performed on pressurized casting
vessels for composite propellant?

Answer

:

Reference:

5. Do the doors of excess refrigerators and deep-freeze cabinets have to

be disengaged from their hinges when such units are stored in locked
buildings?

Answer

:

Reference:

6. When the quantity does not exceed 1,000 pounds, can perchlorates be
stored with solid propellant. Class 2?

Ahswer

:

Reference:

7. How many truck lengths must be maintained between fork lift trucks
when they are in operation?

Answer

:

Reference:

8. In handling and working with 200 pounds of Class 8 material on an
operating line, what is the minimum intraline unbarricaded distance
permitted to an adjacent building?

Answer:

Reference:

9. What items of personal protective equipment must be provided for em-
ployees handling acids?

Answer

:

Reference:

10.

What type of building is preferred for the storage of ammonium nitrate?

Answer

:

Reference:
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SUPPLEMENTARY DIRECTIVES

*AMC Regulation 385-1

1 August 1962
Safety Responsibilities

*AMC Regulation 385-2

1 August 1962
Accident Reporting - Routing of Required
Reports

*AMC Regulation 385-3

1 August 1962

Reports of Explosions, CBR Agent Releases,
Serious Accidents, and Nuclear Incidents
at Army Materiel Command Installations and
Activities

*AMC Regulation 385-4
10 August 1962

Safety Fire Reporting Procedures

*AMC Regulation 385-5
10 September 1962

Safety Awards Program

*AMC Regulation 385-6
13 September 1962

Motor Vehicle Seat Belts

AMC Regulation 385-7
12 October 1962

Safety - Procedures for Obtaining the

Services of Army Environmental Health Agency

AMCAD-SA-P Letter
28 September 1962

Subject: Accident Coding Numbers

DA Circular 385-2
Change 1

7 June 1962

Safety Training in Civilian Institutions

AMC Circular 310-2

10 September 1962
Index of AMC Publications

Army Regulation 385-62
October 1962

Safety- Firing Guided Missiles and Heavy Rockets
for Training, Target Practice, and Combat

Directory of Poison
Control Centers
August 1962

U. S, Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, Public Health Service, Division of
Accident Prevention

Above directory has been compiled from information furnished to the

National Clearinghouse for Poison Control Centers by State Health Depart-
ments. It includes those facilities which provide to the medical
profession on a 24-hour daily basis, information concerning the preven-
tion and treatment of accidents involving ingestion of poisonous and
potentially poisonous substances. (For sale by the Superintendent of

Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.

Price - 20 cents.)

Formerly AMC Directives
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WELL.

KNOW?

Just in case the answers to the questions on pages 27 and 23 slipped your
mind, here they are. The names of the referenced publications are stated

the first time they appear.

1. Yes. A crane operator’s physical fitness for his job has to be certi-

fied by a medical officer.

Reference: Paragraph 904a, ORDM 7-224, Ordnance Safety Manual.

2. Ordinary parallel wires may not be used for an electric blasting
circuit. The firing wires shall be twisted pairs.

Reference: Paragraph 2716b (4), ORDM 7-224.

3. Sisal rope of good quality is about 67 per cent as strong as manila
rope.

Reference: Paragraph 909a* ORDM 7-224.

4. Hydrostatic tests on pressurized casting vessels for composite propel-
lant must be performed at maximum intervals of six months.

Reference: Paragraph l6a. Change 1, ORDM 7-230, Safety Requirements
for the Manufacture and Loading of Castable Composite Propellants.
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5 . The doors of excess refrigerators and deep-freeze cabinets do not have
to be disengaged from their hinges when such units are stored in locked
buildings. However, the doors do have to be secured by steel strapping.

Reference: Paragraph 930b, ORDM 7-224, and paragraph 4b, AR 385-15.

6. No. Quantities of propellants less than 1,000 pounds may not be stored
with solid propellant, Class 2. Perchlorates are in storage Group K,

and solid propellant, Class 2, is in storage Group J. Items in storage
Group K are to be stored alone.

Reference: Table 1905 and paragraph 1906, ORDM 7-224.

7. Fork lift trucks in operation must be separated by at least three truck
lengths

.

Reference: Paragraph 24lla, ORDM 7-224.

8. The minimum intraline unbarricaded distance to an adjacent building,
when handling and working with 200 pounds of Class 8 material on an
operating line, is 60 feet. All ammunition and explosives except
Classes 1, 2, 2A and 8 on an operating line are considered Classes 9
and/or 10.

Reference: Table 1737 and paragraph 1705a, ORDM 7-224.

9. Rubber gloves and boots, goggles, aprons and hats must be provided for
employees handling acids.

Reference: Paragraph 1303d, ORDM 7-224.

10.

Explosives storage magazines are preferred in the storage of ammonium
nitrate.

Reference: Paragraph 1315^(4), ORDM 7-224.

*******

THINK - THEN LIFT

When we teach workers the proper ways to prevent lifting injuries, we stress

familiar instructions such as "Lift with your legs, not with your back."

But do we give sufficent emphasis to that most important of all safe lift-

ing rules, "Think before you lift"?

If the worker will think, he will ask himself and answer questions such as

the following before he starts to lift: Can I lift it? Should I try to

lift it? How can I lift it safely? If he will think, he will have fewer

lifting accidents.
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BE CAREFUL -

THE LIFE YOU SAVE

MAY BE YOUR OWN !
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